EPI Operation Manual
Automation controls
EPI automation is designed to maximize the production of ions throughout the production cycle, thereby
providing the cleanest air possible at any given time.
Optimization is achieved by lowering and raising the corona line away from the ground plane. In some
cases, the ground plane is the ceiling in a room. The on-board computer continuously monitors output
voltage and amperage being consumed by the ionized atmosphere. When significant change
(hysteresis) is detected, the computer sends a signal, causing the corona line to move in the desired
direction. The amount of hysteresis required can be set by the user, as can the set-point from which
hysteresis is measured. This manual will instruct the user how to set a set-point and set the hysteresis.
(The factory default setting is 1.95mA and 3% hysteresis. In most applications, a set point of 2.0mA and
3% hysteresis is recommended.)
This operation manual will also provide a list of functions that the computer can display on the LED
board, indicating various conditions happening to the EPI system. The FAQ table at the end of this
manual is a useful guide for understanding the display and EPI operation.
1) The LED light colors
The LED bar graph is equipped with three colors of LED lights. Red, orange and green lights make up
each of the two vertical bar graph columns. The left side is labeled as kV (kilovolts) and the right side is
labeled as mA (milli-amps, one-thousandth of an amp). During optimal operation parameters, the kV
bar graph and the mA bar graph will be in their respective green LED zones.
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As resistance builds in the corona line, typically due to dust buildup on surfaces in the barn, the mA bar
graph will begin to retreat to a lower value. The kV bar graph will stay about the same. If resistance
reduces, the mA bar graph with rise. Once the red mA LEDs are on, the kV bar graph may retreat.
When any of the orange or red LEDs are on, there is likely a situation that demands human intervention.
One example of this could be excessive dust buildup.

2) The LED lights serve fourteen different functions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Power supply has AC power:
kV output:
mA output:
Corona line tightening:
Corona line loosening:
Power supply is over-temperature:
Set mA toggle:
Set hysteresis toggle:
Loosen limit switch triggered:
Tighten limit switch triggered:
Major fault:
Total hours of operation:
Automation control disengaged:
Short circuit or over-current event has occurred:

orange 0 mA LED and red 0 kV LED
0kV to 31kV LED bar graph
0mA to 2.1mA LED bar graph
red “↑” LED
red “↓” LED
red
LED
any of mA output LEDs from 0mA to 2mA
any of the kV output LEDs from 0% to 19%
Flashing actual-output kV LEDs, mA LEDs and red “↓”LED
Flashing actual-output kV LEDs, mA LEDs and red “↑” LED
both “↑” and “↓” flashing
4 digit 7 segment display
red “↑” LED and red “↓” LED on
orange 0 mA LED, red 0 kV LED and red “↓” LED are on.

3) Turning automation on/off
To activate the computer’s automation capability, push and hold the “↑↓ I / ↑↓ O” switch to the left
(“↑↓ I” side). Hold it in that position for 5 seconds. The two red LEDs that indicate which direction the
corona points are moving will turn off, and stay off, until the corona line needs adjustment.
To deactivate the computer’s automation capability, push and hold the “↑↓ I / ↑↓ O” switch to right
(“↑↓ O” side). Hold it in that position for 5 seconds. Both red LEDs that indicate which direction the
corona points are moving will be lit, and stay lit, until automation is activated.

Automation is on

Automation is off
Automati

4) Adjusting the mA set-point
The computer must be told what the desired output current is, in mA. This is called the mA set-point.
The factory default setting is 1.95mA. The right column of numbers shows mA values.
To adjust the mA set-point, push and hold the switch to either the left (“mA ↑”) or the right (“mA ↓”)
for 5 seconds. Upon pushing the switch, the LED display will change from showing the power supply
output, to showing just the set-point. After 5 seconds of holding the switch in the “mA ↓” direction, the
set-point will move downward, lighting the corresponding LED value. Pushing the switch in the “mA ↑”
direction will adjust the set-point upward, lighting the corresponding LED value. After choosing a setpoint, release the switch. In 5 seconds the display will return to normal. The mA set-point is
programmable from zero to 2.0mA of HV current.

1.95 mA

Quick reference - mA set-point
 Push and hold the switch to either the “mA ↑” or the “mA ↓” direction for 5 seconds.
 Hold the switch in the preferred direction until the desired mA value LED is lit.
 Release the switch at that value and wait 5 seconds for the power supply display to return to
normal.
5) Adjusting the hysteresis set-point
The hysteresis set-point is a pausing function (⑪), or delayed reaction. Hysteresis is used as a way to
reduce hunting by the automation. In this application, the hysteresis allows the actual mA output to
increase or decrease inside a range, prior to physically adjusting the corona up or down. The range is
controlled by the percent hysteresis, or “%⑪.” Each 1% = 0.02mA of range above and below the mA
set-point. For example, if the mA set-point is 1mA and the percent hysteresis is 1%, then the output
current can range from 0.98mA to 1.02mA, before the computer will adjust the corona line. If the
percent hysteresis is increased, the range widens. If the percent hysteresis is decreased, the range
narrows.
The computer must be told what the desired hysteresis is, as a percentage. This is called the hysteresis
set-point. The factory default setting is 3%. The middle column of numbers shows % hysteresis.
To adjust the hysteresis set-point, push and hold the switch to either the “%⑪ ↑” or the “%⑪ ↓”
direction for 5 seconds. Upon pushing the switch, the LED display will change from showing the power
supply output, to showing just the set-point. After 5 seconds of holding the switch in the “%⑪ ↓”
direction, the set-point will move downward, lighting the corresponding LED value. Pushing the switch
in the “%⑪ ↑” direction will adjust the set-point upward, lighting the corresponding LED value. After

choosing a set-point, release the switch. In 5 seconds the display will return to normal. The mA setpoint is programmable from zero to 19% hysteresis.
% hysteresis

3% hysteresis

Quick reference - Hysteresis set-point
 Push and hold the switch to either the “%⑪ ↑” or the “%⑪ ↓” direction for 5 seconds.
 Hold the switch in the preferred direction until the desired % value LED is lit.
 Release the switch at that value and wait 5 seconds for the power supply display to return to
normal.
6) Flashing display
Flashing LEDs may be seen during normal operation of the PS. The LEDs flash 1 second on and 1 second
off when either of the limit switches is reached. The flashing display means that human intervention
with the EPI system is required.
When the LED display is flashing the actual-output values and the motor tighten (“↑”) LED is on, it means
the “tighten” limit switch has been reached. Reaching the tighten limit switch is expected periodically.
As dust builds on surfaces, the corona line may be lifted closer to the ground plane until the limit switch
is reached, stopping the motor. The computer recognizes that a limit switch has been reached and
flashes the actual LED output values. Cleaning of the ground plane is likely needed.
When the tighten limit switch is reached, the power supply continues to ionize the air in the room;
however, the performance of the system begins to suffer as the mA value drops.

Motor tighten LED remains lit, while the actual output display
flashes one second on, one second off.
When the LED display is flashing the actual-output values and the motor loosen (“↓”) LED is on, it means
the loosen limit switch has been reached. Reaching the loosen limit switch is typically not expected.
Reaching the loosen limit switch may indicate that an artificial ground is too close to the corona line or
that excessive power-leaking is occurring, perhaps caused by a faulty insulator.
When the loosen limit switch is reached, the power supply will continue to ionize the air in the room, if
possible. The corona line insulators and high-voltage wire should be inspected for signs of leaking
voltage. These signs are often found in the form of black tracks or dark trails leading to grounded
objects, such as a ceiling or wall.

Motor loosen LED remains lit, while actual output display flashes
one second on, one second off.

After tending to the issue, cycle the AC power to clear a flashing display. The simplest way to cycle the
AC power is to unplug the power supply from the wall socket. Wait 10 seconds for the circuitry to reset,
and plug the power supply back into the wall socket.
7) 0 mA & 0 kV LEDs
If the display shows 0 mA and 0 kV, this is an indication that an over-current and/or arc has occurred.
Upon sensing an over-current condition, the power supply enters safe mode, instantly reducing voltage
and amperage to zero. In an attempt to self-correct this over-current condition, the computer will
signal the motor to loosen (lower) the corona line and the motor loosen (“↓”) LED will be on.

If the over-current condition is momentary, the power supply will recover and operate normally 30
seconds after the over-current event. If the cause of the over-current condition is not remedied, the
power supply will remain in safe mode until the over-current condition is remedied.
An over-current may occur after cleaning the dust from the ground plane, when a foreign object has
lodged against the corona line causing a short circuit, or some other voltage leak has occurred.
8) 0 mA & 0 kV LEDs flashing
A major fault condition may exist when the 0 mA & 0 kV LEDs are flashing. If the high voltage output
drops below 10kV, for more than 70 minutes, such as in an over-current condition, the computer will
drop output voltage and amperage to zero and latch the computer controls. The output will remain zero
until the issue is resolved. The AC power must be cycled to unlatch computer controls.
If this condition occurs, it is usually caused by an over-current condition, such as when a corona line is
touching another object in a room. When the computer drops output voltage and amperage to zero, it
simultaneously signals the motor to loosen (“↓” LED will be on), lowering the corona line from the
ground plane.

Motor loosen LED remains lit, 0 mA and 0 kV LED’s flash
one second on, one second off.
If the 0 mA & 0 kV LEDs are flashing, the cause of the failure must be identified and remedied before
resuming normal operation of the EPI system.
9) Over-temperature LED
In the event that the internal temperature of the power supply climbs too high, the over-temperature
LED will turn on, the computer will disable the motor controls, forcing a reduction of the high voltage
and current output and allowing the power supply to cool down. When the internal temperature drops
to an acceptable level, the computer will restore motor controls and the power supply will operate
normally.
It may be possible that an environmental influence has caused the power supply to go overtemperature. Look for obvious causes of excess heat that may influence the power supply. Some
examples of what may cause excessive heat include: portable heaters, heaters directed toward the
power supply, direct sunlight on the power supply, open flame near the power supply, and fabric or
insulation material draped over the power supply reducing the ability to shed excess heat to the
ambient air. Check to be sure that air can move around all sides of the power supply, including the side
facing the wall.

Don’t allow items to cover the power supply.

10) Hours of operation
With a 4 digit display, total hours of operation will be shown. Hours will accumulate whenever the
output voltage is above 10kV.

This power supply has ionized for 33 hours.
11) Changing a fuse
In rare occasions, such as power surges, the fuse(s) may burn-out. Each fuse is seated in a drip proof,
spring-loaded, locking quick-connect mechanism. To change a burned-out fuse, gently depress the
quick-connect spring and rotate counter clock wise to release. Remove the mechanism and the fuse.
Replace the fuse with a 5x20mm, glass cartridge, 3A, fast-acting, GMA series fuse and reinsert the quickconnect mechanism, depressing the spring and rotating clockwise.

12) Manually checking voltage and amperage output
A 3-pin tip jack is provided in the event a user wishes to manually check the voltage and amperage
output from the power supply using a voltage meter. A schematic of the 3-pin tip jack is provided on
the side of each power supply. Set the voltage meter to 20 DC volts. (DC voltage).
Remove the dust cap from the 3-pin tip jack. (The 3-pin jack is located in front of the 5-pin automation
wire plug.) Three small circular holes are visible. Starting from the alignment notch, the ground pin is at

the 2 o’clock position, the voltage monitoring pin is located at the 6 o’clock position, and the current
monitoring pin is located at the 10 o’clock position.
To monitor output voltage, place the black probe in the ground hole (2 o’clock position) and the red
probe in the voltage monitoring hole (6 o’clock position). The reading on the voltage meter will be
between 0 volts and 3.01 volts. The number displayed on the voltage meter is 1/10,000 of the actual
output voltage. A reading of 3.01 volts equals an output of -30,100 volts. -3.01(10,000) = -30,100 volt.
To monitor output amperage, place the black probe in the ground hole (2 o’clock position) and the red
probe in the amperage monitoring hole (10 o’clock position). The reading on the voltage meter will be
between 0 volts and 2.10 volts. The number displayed on the voltage meter equals the output current
in milliamps (mA). A reading of 1.90 volts equals an output of 1.90 mA. 1 Volt = 1mA. 1.90(1) =
1.90mA.

1.59 mA output

29.4 kV output

FAQ Section
Why are there three colors of LEDs?

How do I cycle AC power?

Why are the LED lights at 0 mA and 0 kV?

Why are the actual-output LEDs flashing?

Why are the 0 mA & 0kV LEDs flashing?

Why does the corona line move during the
production cycle?

After removing dust from the ground plane, why
do the output voltage and amperage drop to zero?

After removing dust from the ground plane, why
do the output voltage drop and the output current
enter the red LED zone?

What should I do if the over-temperature light
comes on?

Red, orange, and green LEDs provide a visual
indication of the operating performance of the
EPI. Typically, the EPI is operating in the desired
range when the green kV LEDS are lit and when
the green mA LEDs are lit. When red LEDs are lit,
human attention is needed. Read section 1: The
LED light colors
Unplug the power supply from the wall socket.
Wait ten seconds for the circuitry to reset, and
plug the power supply back into the wall socket.
When an over-current or short-circuit condition
has developed, the power supply enters safe
mode for 30 seconds. In safe mode, the voltage
and amperage output levels drop to zero. Every
30 seconds the power supply will attempt to
return to normal operating levels, but if the
condition has not been resolved, it will remain in
safe mode. Read section 7: 0 mA & 0 kV LEDs
A limit switch has been reached. Human
intervention with the EPI system is required.
Read section 6: Flashing display
A major fault condition has occurred and high
voltage output has dropped below 10kV for more
than 70 minutes. Read section 8: 0 mA & 0 kV
LEDs flashing
The corona line moves very slowly up and down
during the production cycle as the computer
adjusts the corona line level seeking the setpoint.
The corona line is too close to the ground plane.
An over-current condition exists and the power
supply is in safe mode while the motor drops the
corona line away from the ground plane. When
the corona line is far enough away from the
ground plane, normal operation of the power
supply will resume.
The corona line is too close to the ground plane.
The current (mA) draw is too high and is in, or
above, the red zone. As the power supply gets
closer to entering safe mode, the kV level begins
to drop. Because the current draw is above the
set-point, the motor will drop the corona line
away from the ground plane. When the corona
line is far enough from the ground plane, normal
operation of the power supply will resume.
Under normal circumstances, nothing should be
done. Allow the automatic cool down function of
the power supply to cycle. If a cause of excess
heat such as heaters pointed at the power supply,
direct sunlight or insulation on the power supply
is observed, remedy the cause. Read section 9:

How do I adjust the mA set-point?

What is hysteresis?

How do I adjust the hysteresis (%⑪)?

What do the LED lights tell me?

How do I stop the LEDs from flashing?

How do I turn the automation function on/off?

What size fuse does the power supply use?
How do I manually check the voltage and
amperage output?

Over-temperature LED
Push and hold the switch to either the “mA ↑” or
the “mA ↓” direction for 5 seconds. Hold the
switch in the preferred direction until the desired
mA value LED is lit. Release the switch at that
value and wait 5 seconds for the power supply
display to return to normal. Read section 4:
Adjusting the mA set-point
Hysteresis is the lag in response time exhibited by
the computer in reacting to changes of
impedance in the corona line.
Push and hold the switch to either the “%⑪ ↑”
or the “%⑪ ↓” direction for 5 seconds. Hold the
switch in the preferred direction until the desired
% value LED is lit. Release the switch at that value
and wait 5 seconds for the power supply display
to return to normal. Read section 5: Adjusting the
hysteresis set-point
There are fourteen different conditions
monitored by the LED lights. The most common
are kV and mA output levels, motor direction, and
hours of use. Read section 2: The LED lights
serve fourteen different functions
Once a fault condition is cleared or remedied, the
flashing lights can be reset by cycling the AC
power supply. Unplug the power supply from AC
power for 10 seconds, and then plug the power
supply back into AC power.
To activate the computer’s automation capability,
push and hold the “↑↓ I / ↑↓ O” switch to the
left (“↑↓ I” side) for 5 seconds. To deactivate the
computer’s automation capability, push and hold
the “↑↓ I / ↑↓ O” switch to right (“↑↓ O” side)
for 5 seconds. Read section 3: Turning
automation on/off
The fuse: 5x20mm, glass cartridge, 3A, fast acting,
GMA series from Cooper Bussmann
Set a voltage meter to DC voltage. Remove the
dust cap from the 3-pin tip jack.
To monitor output voltage, place the black probe
in the 2 o’clock position hole and the red probe in
the 6 o’clock position hole. 1 volt = 10,000
output volts.
To monitor output amperage, place the black
probe in the 2 o’clock position hole and the red
probe in the 10 o’clock position hole. 1 volt =
1mA output current. Read section 12: Manually
checking voltage and amperage output

